Delightful December
By Kavita Agrawal

As the year comes to a close, it is going to be dhamaal at the box office. With Abhishek Bachchan &
Deepika Padukone in a period film, Akshay Kumar & Katrina Kaif in a heist, a wedding romance
Yash Raj style to a full on multi-starrer comedy flick - we’ve got it all this December making it truly
delectable and delightful!

December 3rd, 2010
Khelen Hum Jee Jaan Sey - Period film set in the post independence era by Ashutosh
Gowarikar after Jodha Akbar & Whats your Rashee. Abhishek Bachchan and Deepika
Padukone star in the lead roles. Khelen Hum.. is based on the book Do And Die by
Manini Chatterjee, a true story which narrates the Chittagong Uprising of 1930 against
the East India Company.
December 10th, 2010
Band Bajaa Baaraat (BBB)- is a romantic flick by the evergreen Yash Raj Studios. This film would
complete Anushka Sharma’s 3 film deal with YRF after Rab Ne Bana De Jodi & Badmaash Company.
It marks the debut of Ranveer Singh who is cast opposite Anushka. The debutant director Maneesh
Sharma tells the tale of 2 Delhi University students who open a wedding planning business in Delhi.
Music is by Saleem-Suleman. Watch out for some fun and dhamaal good old Delhi style!
No Problem- Want some mindless comedy with a huge starcast? Then it is literally “No Problem”! This
laugh riot tells the tale of two thieves who are brothers, planning a robbery while getting chased by
some crazy cops in South Africa. The starcast consists of Sanjay Dutt, Suniel Shetty, Anil Kapoor,
Akshaye Khanna, Kangana Ranaut, Sushmita Sen, Paresh Rawal and Neetu Chandra. The movie
is produced by Anil Kapoor with Anees Bazmee handling the direction.
December 24th,2010
Tees Maar Khan - Directed by Farah Khan after the super hit Om Shanti Om,
this movie stars the hit pair Akshay Kumar & Katrina Kaif alongwith Akshay
Khanna. Anil Kapoor and Salmaan Khan will be seen in a special appearance in
an item number. Sirish Kunder (Farah Khan’s husband) has penned the script and
Vishal-Shekar have given the music. The story revolves around a shameless guilt
free con artist aka thief played by Akshay on the run. Certainly a must dekho!
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